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Enhance Your Growth 

Participation in the Bold Concepts’ “Enhanced Bonding 
Program” allows your business to maximize growth 
potential by lowering the barriers to a substantial 
increase in your bonding program. Many new clients 
experience two and three-fold increases in their overall 
bonding program once qualified.  

Our Bonding Program leverages: 

 30+ year proven construction system 
 Decades long relationship with one of the 

nation’s largest construction bonding company 
 Ability to co-Indemnify bonds 

 

Because the surety relationship is so critically important 
to the growth and development of your company, we 
maintain a close relationship with one of the nation’s 
largest bonding companies. Bold Concepts helps you 
navigate the key questions the bonding company needs 
to know about your company, thus ensuring that they 
feel confident in your integrity and financial capabilities.   

Bold Concepts schedules regular meetings with the 
bonding company on your behalf to provide them a flow 
of clear, well-presented financial information and job 
status reports. This includes providing updates on your 
company, such as shifts in ownership or top 
management and forays into new markets or specialties. 

Bold Concepts’ Bonding Program helps course-correct 
difficult projects to minimize the need to alert the 
bonding company of impending problems in order to 
keep your bonds secure. 

Preparing your company for enhanced bonding success is 
complicated — like the construction industry itself — and 
it requires a strong team. Bold Concepts provides you 
access to in-house accountants, estimators, project 
managers, sales staff and on-call lawyers who know the 
industry inside and out.  

Bold Concepts has extensive experience in helping 
construction companies increase their bonding capacity. 
We can work smoothly with your existing team or help 
you build a new one. If you’d like to discuss the bonding 
environment and review your own situation, please 
contact us. 
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